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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
This week marks the feast day for Blessed Edmund Rice,
whose charism we acknowledge in the naming of our
Rice House. Edmund Rice is significant in our founding
story as he established the Christian Brothers at the
turn of the 19th century in Waterford, Ireland. It was the
Christian Brothers who accepted an invitation from the
local parish priests to open and operate Aquinas College
in the early ‘60s and we, today, are the rich beneficiaries
of these wise decisions and good works.
Remembering the founding story serves to ground us
in our tradition and reminds us that we are steeped
in rich history. It also says much about the power of
the Holy Spirit, working through ordinary people, like
Edmund Rice, such that they make an extraordinary
impact on the life of others. In this case, by choosing
to dedicate one’s life to the education of the poor in
a belief that this was the best way of liberating them
from their poverty and feelings of powerlessness.

Let us pray that the Holy Spirit continues to work
through and give continued strength to those who
are making enormous sacrifices at this time of global
pandemic to selflessly serve their fellow humans.
*A full copy of the message from EREA is available here.

Wellness Day
Thank you for your support of our Wellness Day
initiative today. I trust that the students are finding
some of the suggested activities on our Wellness Web
rewarding and you may even have an opportunity to
join in too. While we still await clear direction as to
what the nature of schooling over coming weeks will
look like, what is clear is that we will not be returning
to “normal” in the short term. Having a brief break to
catch our breath after a hectic start to Term 2 will
hopefully mean that we can continue to tackle the
challenges ahead with enthusiasm and energy.

Edmund Rice responded to what he saw as a failing Progress with Phase 2 of Aquinas Continuing
of his society at the time - the lack of education Learning Plan
opportunity for the poor and marginalised in a We continue to hear of great initiatives from
political and social framework that had systematically students in both progressing their own learning
disenfranchised and oppressed many Catholics.
goals and supporting each other and we will look
for opportunities to share some of these good news
Edmund Rice Education Australia (EREA) published a
stories over the coming weeks in The Lighthouse.
message* on the Feast Day in which they reference
a recent comment by Pope Francis in relation the Support for Parents/Guardians in Essential
devastation the COVID-19 pandemic was Services
wreaking in Italy:
Limited onsite provision will be available to supervise
“We have realized that we are on the same students where parents cannot work from home
boat, all of us fragile and disoriented, but and appropriate supervision cannot be provided in
at the same time important and needed, the home as a result. We will also supervise onsite
all of us are now called to row together, students identified as vulnerable. Any student
each of us in need of comforting each attending the College will complete an identical
online learning program to their peers learning from
other.”
home. Supervision will mainly be undertaken by
Before the pandemic, Francis said, support staff and is restricted to normal school hours
people were rushing through life, - 8.45am to 3.45pm and appropriate social distancing
“greedy for profit,” undisturbed by “wars measures will be applied. Any parent wishing to access
and injustices” and not hearing the “cry of this facility is required to email registrar@aquinas.vic.
the poor or of our ailing planet. We carried edu.au so that we can prepare accordingly.
on regardless, thinking we would stay
Students wishing to collect resources from
healthy in a world that was sick.”

lockers

Students wishing to collect resources from their
lockers can do so each day between 8.30am and
9.30am. Please check in at the Middle Years Office on
arrival.
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Tuition Fees
A reminder to contact the Finance Office (fees@aquinas.vic.edu.au)
or 9259 3001 should you need tuition fee relief. We appreciate that
this may be an uncomfortable conversation for you and we will deal
with each family on a case by case basis and with sensitivity and
confidentiality. Our knowledge of your financial situation will also
assist the College Board with its own budgeting as we endeavour
to manage our own cash flow in these uncertain times. I recommend
that you stay abreast of the financial support being offered by
government here: https://www.australia.gov.au/#_financial_support

Enrolment for Year 7 2022
A reminder to all College families that enrolment for Year 7 2022
is now open and will close on August 21st 2020. Please do not
presume that we know of younger siblings and, in the past, some
families have been disappointed when they realise they have missed
a deadline. Siblings will always receive priority status for enrolment
as long as we are aware of them. The online application is available
here and all details and documents can be uploaded through this
form. To view our College Prospectus click here.

Please enjoy the latest edition of the Catholic
Education Today magazine.

Darren Atkinson
Principal

END OF TERM ACTIVITIES
At the end of Term 2, our regular classes would be collapsed and
a range of curriculum activities would occur across the last week.
Given the current restrictions, changes have had to be made in
regards to these events. The table below indicates whether the
activity is postponed, adapted or cancelled. We understand that
this will be disappointing for all concerned and we are working with
external organisations to see if new dates can be organised. This
is currently challenging as many companies are still closed or are
reluctant to make commitments to schools while the duration of
restrictions continue.
We will continue to work towards achieving events later in the year
and will provide an update later this term.

EVENT
YEAR DECISION
CONNECT
7
Activities directly linked to the curriculum		
		
will be postponed to later in the year.
Jnr Musical

7&8

Postponed until later in the year.

Global Green 8
		
		

The religious education unit will continue as 		
Continuing Learning. Other activities will be
adapted as enrichment activities where possible

Yr 8 Retreat

Postponed

8

SEB Block
9
		

Cancelled for Term 2. The program will be
reevaluated & adapted in the year where possible

Snr Musical

Information will be out shortly

9-12

Exams
10-11 Cancelled as year level group assessment. Some
		
subjects may hold testing during their class time.
Kakadu & City 11

Postponed until later in the year

Retreat
12
Cancelled for Term 2. Exploring ways to adapt the
		event.
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LEARNING @ AQUINAS

Mr Michael Box
Deputy Principal

It is a cliche to say that the world is very different from a few months ago. Our understanding of that world is
always filtered through our experience. When we are at school we, as staff, get a sense of what is happening,
through our physical presence. If we want to know what’s going on, we walk around, look into classes, stop by
teachers’ desks, walk through the quad or the forum at lunchtime, ask the level and subject coordinators, speak
to students. This is similar for parents whose experience of the drop off, or the workplace, or the commute is
now so different that it is hard to get ones bearings. Knowing how the College is progressing is a hard thing to
do from Camp Quarantine because all the informal processes and the matching of the present against the past
doesn’t really tell us much because the present is so different.
And there is another element. The present is so fragmented, with everybody’s experiences being so different.
There is a famous Indian parable, told in many religions, about five blind men encountering an elephant. Each
of them touches the elephant on a particular part of its body and describes what he feels, so the man who
touches the trunk believes the creature is like a snake, the ear made the animal seem like a fan, the leg like a
tree trunk, the tail a rope and the side a wall. The parable tells us that we only ever get a partial glimpse of a
creature, an experience or an event and it is not until we pool the collective understanding of the blind men
that we begin to get anything that resembles the portrait of an elephant.
This week I tried to get the portrait of the elephant, to find out what was really going on in the Continuous
Learning, by asking the teachers. It is important to note that I asked them, if possible, to give their replies a
positive lean. I have written before about how this process is foreign to all of us and the change so speedy that
I expected teachers to respond with a grudging determination that they were coping. Instead the responses
were effusive. They acknowledged and praised the students for their resilience, for their creativity, for their
concern for each other, for the effort they are putting into their work, for their work to build a community, for
the way they have adapted to the new environment.
Here are some of the comments, we have many, many more:
Students are getting much better at asking questions and taking responsibility for their learning (Big pbsitive!)
Wonderful to see two Year 10s working on an English task remotely together!
The VCAL students are displaying their adaptability by engaging positively in online classes. They are highlighting
their communication skills by being proactive in seeking support if or when required.
The Yr 11 Faith & Liturgy class have begun The Letter Project, writing to people in a local aged care home. The
students’ letters have been thoughtful and interesting, and are a great example of reaching out to a vulnerable and
perhaps particularly isolated group in our community. We plan to visit our new “pen pals” after isolation is over.
I’m discovering the majority of students are finding/developing new skill sets of problem solving and identifying
that they can work through content and homework without necessarily going straight to the teacher for assistance
as a safety net. They are willing to take a risk and back their perception and judgement of the content.
In my Year 8 Literacy classes students were asked to record themselves reading aloud a section of the class novel
and to then email the recording to their teacher. Some students were having trouble recording and uploading their
work to SIMON so I asked one of the students, who had successfully uploaded his recording to email the rest of the
class and explain what they should do. He produced a 10 step process, ending with the encouragement, “It’s not as
hard as it seems.”
Students are enjoying thinking outside the box when using unusual materials for practical subjects like Art and
Product Design. The problem solving, creativity and diversity is clearly evident in their work.
My Year 10’s, who are also enjoying Phase 2, when asked to respond to a theme in Macbeth artistically, ‘unleashed’
imaginations and talents of the like I have not seen! :) There are illustrations, cartoons, LEGO and Plasticine movies,
trailers, paintings and sketches! I love them! They are brilliant!
Continued over page...
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So proud to see students in my homeroom helping each other out and encouraging each other as they work remotely. My homeroom captain sent
out an email to the class expressing how amazing everyone was doing and a normally quiet young girl created a post in our google classroom
to explain how to get into google meets as she knew others were struggling.
From day one, the entire cohort of guitar students didn’t flinch. They were unfazed by the technology, not distracted by their surroundings at
home during lessons (despite the sound of phone conversations, lawn mowers, thunderstorms, dogs barking, parents’ home-schooling of other
siblings, etc in the background), and not disengaged by seeing a face on a screen instead of in person.
Just watching some fabulous videos from my Yr 9 Emerging Technology students demonstrating how well (or not so well) their rubber band
powered ‘Junk Speed Demons’ move. Super impressed with their resourcefulness and creativity.
So what’s going on? Teachers are giving students educational opportunities and being rewarded with great effort and imagination. But
the main point is that students, with the support of their families, are capitalising on these chances and finding out a great deal about
themselves and their potential. I don’t think any of the three partners in learning at Aquinas, teachers who would like to get back to the
classrooms, students who would like to see their friends and work together in a single space and parents who would like their houses back,
their work to resume and their children to wear something else but hoodies and tracksuit pants, want this to go on forever. It will be good
to judge the atmosphere of the College by taking a stroll through the grounds. But in the current circumstances, it is a credit to all of our
students who are making the most of the present.

SCRIPTURALLY SPEAKING
“I Am the Way; I am the Truth and Life.” Jn 14:6

Tania Grace
Assistant Principal Mission

This Sunday’s reading has Jesus trying to reassure
his disciples that in following him they are following
God and will, in turn, have eternal life. It is quite a
complex thought process which is still challenging
today. Currently my Year 12 students are studying
Incarnation and ways our belief can be strengthened
through various aspects and they have many
questions. Suddenly the Nicene Creed becomes more
than a recitation in mass for them - there is meaning
behind the words.
John’s gospel was written during the Hellentist
period where philosophers were trying to understand
the concept of Jesus as the son of God. From the
beginning, John emphasises that Jesus was both
human and divine; “word made flesh”. The final lines
of this Sunday’s gospels says,
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“You must believe me when I say that I am in the
Father and the Father is in me; or at least believe
it on the evidence of these works. In all truth I tell
you, whoever believes in me will perform the same
works as I do myself, and will perform even greater
works, because I am going to the Father.”
Essentially Jesus is telling us to do the same as he did
on earth - good deeds, speak the truth, treat each
other with kindness and respect. In doing so we will
live in Him and Him in us. When we follow Jesus’ way
- it is not unknown, we read scripture, we pray and
the Holy Spirit is deep in our hearts.
Let’s pray that in this time of isolation, we do not
forget he is our way, our truth and our life.
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A TIME TO STOP, REFLECT AND APPRECIATE

Dr Napoleon Rodezno
Deputy Principal

There is no doubt that the current context we all face in our community continues to be challenging, and in so
many ways, the imposed restrictions of the lockdown continue to affect the way we go about living. I hope that
for our community, our collective optimism and faith in our leaders lead us to be mindful of our responsibilities
as citizens and to honour the expectations set upon us with gratitude. As the Continuing Learning Plan (CLP)
provides the opportunity for your child to remain connected to the College and his/her peers and teachers, it is
important to take a moment and reflect on the relevance of our general wellbeing and the importance of not
losing focus of the big picture. The wellbeing nature of teaching and learning is vital to personal development,
therefore I encourage you to continue to access the multiple sources of support available to you as parents.
Dr Michael Carr-Greg provides a good method to monitor and care for your child during the current times. In
a video presentation, he outlines the impact that challenges can have on mental health, providing ways to
assess your child’s general mental health and his/her progress in reflection of this. I urge you to encourage
your child to make the most of the wellbeing day today, and to maintain an ongoing plan that allows for down
time and rest. I hope that he/she enjoys the benefit of the day by finding ways to recharge energy and continue
to make the most of the possibilities that his/her teachers provide through the CLP as the lockdown continues.
Over the last two weeks, our College has experienced Phase 2 of the CLP, and the experience has been very
positive for most. Staff members continually report that the vast majority of students engage in all the set
work provided. If your child has any concerns with their learning under the CLP, please continue to refer the
matter to their Homeroom Teacher or Leaning Mentor for guidance and assistance. Video Conferencing has
provided further opportunities for interaction and this has been of great assistance to teaching.
The current experiences have led me to reflect on what my life was as a young boy growing up in the middle
of a civil war. I was born in the country of El Salvador and experienced the unsettled state of war during the
country’s civil unrest due to political tensions in the 1980s. I was fortunate to escape the country in 1987 and
arrived in Australia as a refugee with my parents, brother and sister. There is so much I can tell you about the
experience of war and my settlement in our beautiful country but hopefully this will happen at another time.
Today, I wish to share with you the correlation between my time in El Salvador as a child during martial law
with imposed lockdowns, and the life that I experience today due to the COVID-19.
In the early 1980s, as civil unrest led to violence and suffering on the streets, citizens were expected to stay
indoors from 6.30pm each night. People would only be allowed out of their homes after 6.00am, and there
was an expectation that we would only attend to our responsibilities to work and study during the day. All
leisure activities were eliminated, and life suddenly became sad and restrictive. People wandering the streets
after 6.30pm would be shot dead on the spot. I remember vividly having to cancel my birthday party when
turning 11 and running to and from church hurriedly in fear that I could be shot dead by the confrontations
that took place all around me even during allowed time. Despite this, I recall having great discussions with
my parents about life in general, I recall having time to read and discuss topics of interest with my parents
while we sat at home, without the internet, phones and only with an old small television set for entertainment
apart from mostly my mother, young brother and father when he returned from work. It is not the curfew or
war that I remember now that I live here as an adult, it is the strong connection that I developed with those
who loved me that helped me meet the challenges that the imposition had on me. I missed a lot of my final
year of primary school as the death squads terrorised the country and in 1982 the nation went into a state of
emergency. It meant that I missed a whole four months of school in the lead up to Year 7. As much as I missed
my friends, my teachers and the school, the time I had in refuge taught me that my father and mother were
imperfect humans working hard to bring perfection to my life. It was at this point that I realised how lucky I
was to have had the time to share with them. I hope that you find a similar story in your experience with your
child as we Stop, we Reflect and we Appreciate the gifts we have.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact me at rodeznone@aquinas.vic.edu.au.
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SENIOR YEARS REPORT

P
Meredith Greenwood
Head Senior Years

robably the biggest concern for senior students
and teachers is assessment and how marks
attained now will be used to calculate study scores
and the ATAR, fairly and equitably. Parents too need
to be confident that students are not disadvantaged
and that their chances of gaining university admission,
getting an apprenticeship or pursuing any meaningful
pathway in 2021 are not diminished because of
extraordinary circumstances.
On Friday, staff from the Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority coordinated two events: a
webinar outlining key decisions and adjustments to
VCE and VCAL as a result of Covid-19 restrictions, and
they issued the revised study designs. They stressed
that alterations have been designed to maintain the
integrity, value, coherence and quality of the courses,
to reduce the School Assessed Coursework load;
preserving fairness and consistency while maintaining
the cognitive demand necessary. The end–of-year
exams will reflect any adjustments but will all still
go ahead, in December rather than in November. The
General Achievement Test (GAT) will also proceed, and

its importance cannot be underestimated. The GAT is
an essential part of the VCE assessment procedure.
Even though GAT results do not count directly, they
play an important role in checking that schoolbased assessments and external assessments have
been accurately assessed. They are also used in the
calculation of the Derived Examination Score (DES).
Now more than ever it is important to ensure that SAC
scores are comparable across the state and fair to all
students.
Although the process of calculating the ATAR and
administering tertiary admissions is run by the
Victorian Tertiary Admission Centre (VTAC), the VCAA
have also reassured students that even though there
may be some difference in timing, institutions across
the country are committed to ensuring entrance will
be open and available to students completing their
secondary studies in 2020.
For more information on U3 Assessment including
marking in Term 2, the GAT and completing SACs
remotely, click this link.

MIDDLE YEARS REPORT

T

oday we step away from our screens and stand up
from our desks to move and refresh and focus on
our health and wellbeing. Next week we will continue
focusing on wellbeing together with child safety in
pastoral programs.

Rachel Crawley
Head Middle Years
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Now more than ever people are connected online and
for very good reasons too. Managing isolation and
continuing education has increased time connected to
screens. Across the next pastoral cycle cybersafety
will be a particular focus. Using Australian based
evidence through the E-safety commission, students
will be exploring ways to be smart, supportive, aware
and secure.

Smart in relation to personal information, fake news,
scams and settings. Supportive of others when posting
online and seeking assistance when it is needed. Being
aware of time spent gaming or the feeling when things
don’t seem to add up. Being secure with passwords
and private information.
Students will refresh and review past learning as well
as extend safe practises. As always we need to ensure
the conversations regarding behaviours online are
invited, open, educational and nurturing.
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SUSTAINABILTY CORNER

A

t the time, with the uncertainty in the world, it’s
really easy to let some of our sustainable practices
go. Instead of feeling guilty about it we can use this
time to think about how we consume resources. With
students working from home, try to think of ways
you can recycle resources to help create tasks or
complete activities. The year 8 science students have
been working on a task about energy in their own
Chloe Dux
home. They have been tasked with finding solutions
Environment &
Sustainability Coordinator to reducing their energy costs in their home, and
hopefully think of implementing some!
With Winter coming, sooner than we really want, now
is a good time to think about those drafty areas in
the house. The cold air getting in under the doors or
through the windows is a major source of heat loss
and energy use during the Winter. While we are stuck

inside, potentially lying on the ground trying to find
some answers to this crazy time, maybe now is an
opportunity to find those areas we could improve,
even if it’s just that pesky draft under the door you
can now feel.
Here are great crafts around door draft excluders
which use recycled materials from around the house
which the whole family can get involved in making.
It is important we are kind to ourselves right now.
While some of our more sustainable practices might
be too hard, remember that just by cooking at home
more, baking and gardening, going for walks instead
of a car ride, we are all doing little things that can
make a difference.

MUSIC NOTES

Jared Campbell
Music Program
Coordinator

Instrumental Music lessons have been running at Aquinas
since Day 1 of Term 2 using the new online model and
from all reports students are enjoying the connections
with staff and vice versa.
Instrumental Music lessons are an important part of
our Music Program but additionally important to our
program is the opportunity for students to collaborate
in our ensembles programs with Choirs, Bands and
other Ensembles often being a highlight for students in
their regular week. Music staff have been working hard
to plan for the online version of ensemble rehearsals
with a focus on engagement and purposeful music
practices. Our Concert Bands have been rehearsing
each week with the Senior Concert Band having over
35 students in attendance. Ensemble directors Jess
Jacobs and Kailen Cresp have developed an engaging
rehearsal program which is providing wonderful growth
and skill development in the students. From all reports
the students are really enjoying the rehearsals and
connecting with their peers. Further ensembles including
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Choirs and Guitar ensembles are underway with
students being contacted by their directors regarding
schedules.
Music staff wish to express their gratitude and
mention the outstanding resilience in the music
students at Aquinas. Students have jumped on board
with the new learning model. To showcase this
gratitude the music staff have been busily preparing
a song to dedicate to the students with staff covering
the Marvin Gaye & Tammi Terrell piece Ain’t No
Mountain High Enough, with updated Covid 19
inspired lyrics. Staff recorded their parts individually
at home and shared with myself to edit and combine.
Special thanks to voice teachers Lorraine Salvador,
Lisa Sully and Ines Medica for the outstanding vocals
and rhythm section performers Adrian Perri and Glenn
Cannon with special guest appearance from previous
Aquinas brass teacher Craig Bentley. A link to the final
production of this clip will be available in the next
edition of the Lighthouse.
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ANZAC DAY

AT HOME, WE REMEMBER

COMMEMORATING OUR FALLEN WITH DESIGN

Y

ear 8 VCD student, Aiden
Mitchell decided to use
textiles
to
commemorate
ANZAC Day and the Victoria
Police’s recent loss. It is a great
use of the template/pattern
piece and colour as a powerful
tool as symbols.
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MIDDLE YEARS MATHMATICS
CRACKING THE CODE

T

here are several key components to our Middle Years mathematics program;
completion of individualised learning activities assessed on a fortnightly basis,
directed teacher feedback and reflection, targeted mini lessons, and rich tasks. We
have produced an infographic to further explain the who, what, when, where and
why of Middle Years Maths at Aquinas College and the features of the Parent Portal.
Each learning cycle you will receive a report via SIMON indicating your students
growth, effort and accuracy based on the cycle test. Further details of this test
and your student progress can be found via the Maths Pathways Parent Portal.
Through this portal you can register your details to receive notifications of your
child’s results, their average growth score, student levels and progress, details of
what your child has been working on and access suggested family activities.
While we operate within our Continuing Learning Plan, our budding mathematicians
are working on a weekly task, an adapted rich task designed to be completed at
home using everyday materials and online manipulatives and tools.
Has your student presented you with a code to break? Asked you for help with a rabbit
who can jump up stairs? Suddenly these questions make sense; they relate to our
weekly tasks. Rich tasks are designed to develop students mathematical reasoning,
problem solving and critical thinking skills while also encouraging collaboration.
This might be an investigation such as the loops tasks in week one; developing
mathematical reasoning skills through the week two code breaker activity, or
analysing patterns and combinations in shapes and sequences. Can you crack these
codes designed by Year 7 student Hayley Laukens who gained inspiration from our
lockers or Year 9 student Lexie Quinn?
Alongside this weekly activity, students are working on their modules, receiving
regular feedback from their teachers and completing fortnightly assessments to
track their progress.
At Years 7 and 8 we commenced a ‘rocket ship competition’ at the start of term.
In the first cycle of the term 306 of our Year 7 and 8 students achieved 167%
growth with 7 Aqua and 8 Purple earning the most rocket ships for the cycle.
167% growth means these students have mastered 5 modules for the cycle and,
if maintained, are on track to master more than one years worth of mathematical
learning in a one year period. 100% growth, or mastering 3 modules, each cycle
equates to one years worth of mathematical learning in a school year.
Erin Cumming
Middle Years Maths Coordinator

Please click on this infographic for more information about
Maths Pathway and the Parent Portal.
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THE ROLE OF SCIENCE
UNDERSTANDING OUR WORLD

T

he study of Science is an attempt to better understand ourselves and the world in
which we live. It is inherently connected to each of us, though this is not always
immediately obvious to our students. The role for us as Educators is to build relevance
into our classrooms.
Our classrooms have suddenly expanded beyond the physical spaces in which we
usually learn and work at school. Technology provides another whole avenue through
which the world is accessed, shared and explored within our homes.
Linking our Science Curriculum to contemporary issues is an authentic way of building
relevance and true meaning within our teaching and learning. Ultimately, we are
hopeful at Aquinas College that the students who leave our care are well-informed,
global citizens who embody the Aquinas Mission, Vision and Values.
Our Science program builds opportunities for students to explore and unpack
contemporary issues, considering their impact on a local, national and global scale.
Students are challenged to explore how such issues are presented in the media
and unpack the Science behind popular opinions. Students are asked to consider,
comprehend, discuss, evaluate and justify; feeling increasingly confident in their ability
to do so as they progress through their years at Aquinas.
The early months of 2020 have provided many opportunities for rich discussion within
our learning spaces. Relevant issues such as Covid-19 and the Australian bushfires have
been particularly prevalent in mainstream media since the beginning of the year.

In relation to the media coverage of Covid-19, we hear phases such as ‘flattening the curve’, ‘herd immunity’ and ‘the need for a vaccine’.
Teachers are exploring these concepts with their students in ways that relate to the Science curriculum and deepen their understanding of
the world in which we are currently living.
There are many other ways that we can explore Science in our homes. For example, cooking provides opportunities to explore and
understand chemical and physical changes in food. Home gardening not only provides us with a sense of sustainability, but allows us to
witness the growth and development in plants and the way in which living things are intrinsically connected to the seasons.
So how can you support our Science program at home? Encourage your students to engage with the media and relevant contemporary issues.
Encourage your children to question, discuss, challenge and search for scientific facts and principles amongst the vast amounts of views and
opinions that are shared online. Be willing to consider issues from different perspectives and hear the views of others, but continue to apply
key scientific principles as the lens through which we ultimately form our understanding of the world in which we live. Above all else, cherish
the chance to bring your children’s classroom into your home and share your understanding of the world with each other.
Lynda Schulz
Science Learning Area Leader

SOCIAL SOLIDARITY
IN A TIME OF SOCIAL
DISTANCING

B

ishop Long, from the Office of Justice and Peace sent a message out
on the first of May as part of celebrating the feast of St Joseph the
worker. In his message Bishop Long reminds us that many people are
suffering because of the restrictions, be it unemployment, loneliness or
illness and the need for us to stand together in solidarity to care for all.
The link below will send you to his 3 minute message that provides the
highlights from his pastoral message.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tFXQJNkZf0&feature=youtu.be
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HEALTH AND PE INITIATIVE
THE WEEKLY CHALLENGE WINNERS
The 1km Challenge
Year 7 Winner: Lachie Buyck
Lachie completed a 1km time of 3 minutes and 35 seconds. This
was the fastest time completed for Year 7.
Year 8 Winner: Jack Sidebottom
Jack completed a 1km time of 3 minutes and 43 seconds. This was
the fastest time completed for Year 8.
Year 9 Winner: Matt Azzopardi
Matt completed a 1km time of 3 minutes and 38 seconds. This was
the fastest time completed for Year 9.
Staff Winner: Harry Box
Harry completed a 1km time of 3 minutes and 21 seconds.
Thanks everyone for getting involved and congratulations to our
winners. Look out for the next challenge!

STAYING CONNECTED

WRITING LETTERS TO THE ELDERLY

M

any of our elderly in nursing homes are experiencing loneliness
and isolation from family with the significant restrictions.
Rebecca Crozier, our Social Justice Coordinator, came up with the idea
to write to people in nursing homes to help brighten their day. With
the help of the Catholic Life team, Faith & Liturgy classes and Year
9 RE volunteers - this idea has come to life. Each student has been
allocated a person from one of the three nursing homes involved as
their “pen pal” and has written a letter to this person.
Our first letters have started to be sent and the response from the
homes have been very positive.
Thank you to you and the wonderful students for the lovely letters.
I’m sure they will sure put a smile on the residents faces.
Please pass on our heartfelt thanks to the students.
We look forward to receiving more and keeping up to date with the connections being made.
Thank you so much!
These are fantastic!
Thank you also for your kind words and support, it is much appreciated.
We’ll be in touch next week
We hope that both our students and their pen pals continue to find this a positive experience and can help
to ease the loneliness during isolation.
Tania Grace
Assistant Principal - Mission
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YEAR 12 MENTOR CLASSES
KEEPING IT INTERESTING...

Y

ear 12 students have
been invited to make
their Tuesday Google
Meet for Mentor a little
more interesting. Themes
so far have included
“Show Your Team Colours”
and “80s Formal”.

eBOOK OF THE WEEK
Trapped in a Video Game (Book 1)
Written by Dustin Brady

Jesse Rigsby hates video games—and for good reason. You see, a video game character is
trying to kill him. After getting sucked in the new game Full Blast with his friend Eric, Jesse
starts to see the appeal of vaporizing man-size praying mantis while cruising around by jet
pack. But pretty soon, a mysterious figure begins following Eric and Jesse, and they discover
they can’t leave the game. If they don’t figure out what’s going on fast, they’ll be trapped for
good!
Click on the link below or use the Wheelers ePlatform app to access the Aquinas eBook collection
https://aquinas.wheelers.co/
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CHILD SAFETY

KEEPING YOUNG PEOPLE SAFE, AWARE AND EMPOWERED

T

he COVID pandemic has offered challenges to navigate. Equally
it provides opportunities to reflect, rethink and reshape the
way we have previously gone about living and learning. Digital
technologies are relied upon heavily as a result of physical isolation
and distancing restrictions. Thankfully an array of digital mediums
provides ways to nurture our social, emotional, mental, physical
and even spiritual wellbeing. The traffic on our digital freeways
has increased exponentially and as a result so too the need to
be informed, aware and empowered to take action. A sense of
unity, kindness and hope can be observed in an array of tributes
and messages. Unfortunately contrary to this, so can a worldwide
increase in negative behaviours online.
The eSafety Commission has reported a surge in complaints, request
for intervention as a result of cyber bullying, privacy breaches and
exposure to inappropriate content. The safety and wellbeing of our
students at Aquinas College remains a priority. Our Child Safety and
Wellbeing program combined with Victorian curriculum and year
level programs continue to provide opportunities for our students
to build awareness and skills in this space. Students are reminded of
the importance of maintaining safe and positive behaviours online,
seeking support and reporting concerns during times of increased
connectivity. In a strange way isolation may have given us both an
opportunity and reminder to reset and refresh aspects of our lives
that had become overtaken by the frenetic pace we had absorbed.

socialise from home. Updates can revert privacy settings back to
default which may not be as secure as desired.
I highly recommend the eSafety Commissioners website as a
comprehensive resource for young people and their families. The
information is always up to date, easy to access and based on
Australian evidence. A COVID 19 guide for parents covering some
of the key online safety issues for young people which includes a
range of practical tips and advice on what to do if things go wrong.
It covers common online safety issues like managing time online
and responding to issues like cyberbullying, inappropriate content,
sending nudes and contact from strangers https://www.esafety.
gov.au/key-issues/covid-19/advice-parents-carers.
We all need to find time to disconnect from potential pressures
that surround many of us at this time. Find a space to reset and
reconnect with things the things that truly matter. Disconnecting
doesn’t have to mean switching off technology, it may require us to
reflect, maintain awareness and empower our families to not just
survive this experience but thrive as a result.
Cheryl Kane
Child Safety and Wellbeing Coordinator

The following top tips are offered for consideration as a quick check
list to support safe, respectful and critical engagement online.
1.

Build on what you have established - keep doing what
is working well. Is there any room for improvement, or
modification? Protecting our identity online should be front of
mind at all times, especially now https://www.esafety.gov.au/
young-people/protecting-your-identity

2.

Key attributes to build social, emotional and digital intelligence
remain: respect, empathy, critical thinking, reasonable behavior
and resilience

3.

Expectations for use remain in place to maintain safety (open
areas renegotiated, time limits where possible and balance
with off screen activities ) More suggestions for parents can be
found at https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents

4.

Knowledge is power. Knowing the pros and cons of trending
apps, games and social media platforms can seem near
impossible to keep up with. The eSafety Commissioner does
the hard work for us https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/
esafety-guide

5.

Seek support. Raise awareness, seek support from trusted
sources and report concerns.

SOME GOOD NEWS...
CHILD SAFETY GLOBALLY

Aquinas students were invited to participate in a digital clean-up
day this week. A chance to revisit and review social media contacts,
back up learning documents and importantly update privacy
settings. Most digital platforms have increased functionality lately
to cater for additional expectations and access to work, learn and
THE LIGHTHOUSE
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION
DESIGN BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

D

uring the Continual Learning Program (CLP) Visual
Communication teachers have been looking for ways to further
engage students in the world of design. Good design has an
enormous impact in our world. It can motivate us, inform us, make
us laugh and can help us to stay truly connected in times like we
are experiencing now.
Working in our own design team we devised a competition for
each year level that is intended to extend our students and offer
them enrichment opportunities beyond the classroom. Each Cycle
all VCD classes from 7-11 are invited to enter. We encourage all
our students to have a go and have been very impressed with their
creative entries.
Commendations and certificates have been awarded to the winners
of our first cycle and we look forward to this cycle’s entries.

Congratulations to the first cycle winners...
Maddie Leaumont		
Ayanna Patel			
Ella Scalzo			
Aidan Campbell			
Lucy Scutt & Antonio Montano
Maddy Pearson			
Mikki De Vries			
Aaron Moffitt			
Maia Weston			
Chelsey Heron			
James Ventura & Tilly Smith
James Ventura			

7 Aqua
7 Blue
7 Green
7 Gold
7 Navy
8 White
8 Orange
8 Yellow
9 VCD
9 VCD
10 VCD Digital
10 VCD 3D

Mrs Perinetti, Ms Harte, Mr Sartory, Miss Dujella

Aaron Moffitt Yr 8

James Ventura Yr 10

Lucy Scutt Yr 7

Antonio Montano Yr 7

Maddie Leaumont Yr 7
THE LIGHTHOUSE
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YEAR 7 ART

NO ART MATERIAL AT HOME! NOT A PROBLEM...

Y

ear 7 students created these artworks with materials they found in their pantry, fridge or garden.

Sandy Jellyfish by Issy Shenton
Materials: Sugar, water, coffee,
food colouring, flowers, a leaf.

A Night at Camp by Will Stafford
Materials: Sticks, rocks, leaves,
baking paper

A Day at the Beach by Jess Walsh
Materials:
Shaving
cream,
blue dye, rice bubbles, lemon,
popsicle stick.

Rainbow Circle by Matilda Langridge
Materials: hot water, skittles, and
gummies

The White Penguin by Tyson Walsh
Materials: flour and a cotton bud

Nature’s Autumn tears by
Nathalie Banocia
Materials: toothpicks, leaves,
stems

Crazy Abstract tentacles by Addison Barclay
Materials: butter, caramel syrup, m&ms, bread,
banana peel
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EDUCATION SUPPORT SERVICES
FUNDING FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

S

chools are funded to support students with disabilities through the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data (NCCD) on school students
with disabilities. Previously, Catholic schools had been funded through Students with Disability funding (SWD). NCCD has widened the
students supported to include any student with a disability, who is identified as requiring regular adjustments to their learning within
the classroom, over a 10-week period each year. Schools receive funding for students based on whether they have received adjustments
from their teachers in learning environments at a supplementary, substantial or extensive level. These adjustments might be delivered
through ESS, Health Centre, YFC or Team Leaders/Year level leaders or Heads of School. These adjustments are made in conjunction with
the student and or parents.
There are four broad categories of disability: physical, cognitive, sensory and social-emotional.
Some students with a disability require adjustments to be made to their learning but these adjustments are managed within the usual
classroom environment, without any additional resources. These students are included in the NCCD within the level of Quality Differentiated
Teaching Practice (QDTP). Whilst the school receives no additional funding for these students, including them in the data is essential for
Government long term planning.
The data regarding student adjustments is collected through a variety of methods and is submitted by teachers before August each year.
This data is then reviewed by the school and the CEM before it is submitted for the NCCD. This is an Australia-wide, mandatory government
collection of data. Aquinas College is supported by NCCD consultants through Catholic Education Melbourne (CEM) in guiding our collection
of data. Further information can be obtained via the following link or please contact MJ Chard, Director of Education Support Services.

LOOKING FOR WAYS TO FURTHER SUPPORT YOUR CHILD
AT HOME?
Sue Larkey is a renowned educator and advocate for students
with additional needs with vast teaching experience. She
runs workshops, webinars and has written many books around
supporting students with ASD, ADHD and ODD amongst many
other topics.
She has made available this e-book ‘Key tips for Learning from
Home’. The strategies she presents potentially benefit all students
so we wanted to share this with you.
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Have you visited our
Child Safety & Wellbeing Blog?
A great source of information for parents about a
range of relevant issues which may be on your mind.
Regularly updated with current information.
Check it out here
Use your PAM login to access

ELEVATE EDUCATION - PARENT WEBINAR INVITATION
Due to unprecedented demand, Elevate Education
will be running another webinar next Tuesday
May 12th which will focus on time management,
organisation and beating procrastination.
Learn more and register for this webinar on
https://www.elevatecoaching.info/parent-webinar-aus-time-management/
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